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Flu Epidemic
Hits C. O. P.j
Flu—Flooey!

and

Stockton. California

MIRIAM SOLOVIEFF

Friday. Per. 6. 1940

No. 14

GIRL VIOLINIST
WELL RECEIVED
Nineteen-year-old Soloist Plays to
Small But Enthusiastic Audience

Infirmary Plays Host
To More Than Fifty
At Last Count

By BILL WORKMAN
To almost any audience the thought of extreme
youth in an artist is a drawing card; but unfortunately
not so1 with the Stockton music lovers—and hence they
missed one of the finest concerts ever to be presented
in this city. Miss Solovieff, who played at the Pacific

Well, well. What do we see?
peoples fresh from the flushooery.
Xhey all say it was fun while
it lasted,
But they're all mighty glad
that it's .pasted.
The service was tops, the nur
ses were swell, the beds were
comfy, but still every man (fems
too) of them is glad to be out.

NURSES KEPT US
Only available flu figures in
clude those students incarcerat
ed in the infirmary. They do not
include those that were treated
for colds, sore throats, or ob
struction of the respiratory sys
tem, via the nasal. Nor do the
figures take into consideration
those that suffered quietly in
MIRIAM SOLOVIEFF, talented and beautiful 19their own domains without the
year-old violinist, held an enthusiastic audience spell
aid of a worthy and considerate
(except when it comes to taking bound in the College of the Pacific Conservatory last
cough medicine) nurse.
Tuesday evening.
Nor are the figures complete,
because flu'ers are still coming
in a steady stream, and besides,
we ain't got enough room in the
weekly to print 'em all.
SUFFERERS
So far as tenacity and dog
gedness could ascertain the fol
lowing have so far been released
by the infirmary: Bill Allen, Jean
Arnot, Barbara Baer, Gretchen
"What's 30 and 28?" "What do
Pacificites who daily traverse
Baer, Scott Beatie, Patty Boyn "The Avenue" are reminded that I divide by now?" "Boy, we're
ton, Fred Buckman, Lois Bugbee,
the Yuletide Season is again here, we stinko in that round!" "Hey,
Bill Corbett, Roger Cross.
Carroll Fernandez, Betty Fink, as they glide through the "Christ you Freshman! That's a chintzy
Veryl Gait, Barbara Grunberg, mas Tree Lane" on their way to deal. Seniority! Seniority!" "Jumvenyl Gult, Gill Hanson, Byron
pin' Judas did I butch my exHarvey, Lloyd Hebbron, Beverly the Pacific Campus. .
There" are five blocks of bril temp'.' "My colleague is point
Hills, Robbert Hoke, A1 Irwin,
one ahead of me. I must be bet
w Johns, Beverly Johnson, Bet liantly
decorated evergreens,
^y Jones, Lillian Kahan, Bar twinkling with 1,000 blazing ter than that. I'll add it again!"
bara Leek, Ben Leese.
These were the comments that
Jack Ligthart, Bill Maring, globes of red, yellow, blue and flew out of Anderson Halls por
WUUams, Chas- Mokiao, green, which were officially set tals Monday night as the debate
w.
lino n°n(le> Bob Olson, Jacque- alight by Major Woodrow Coale squad computed and recomputed
r' Tony Reid, Nevada
their point ratings from the re
o
at an impressive ceremony last cent Los Angeles tournament.
•S ™ciare Slaughter, Art
A personal rating chart was
f Smythe, Phil Stow. Monday night. Christmas carols
vi\
yd Swagerty, Betty Tener, were sung, and treats were hand given for each activity with five
,!?
Ma
larian Timm,
Timm. Al
ai Trobbe,
TmKho Jack
Toot
points for superior, 4 for good
Wattles,• Frank Wenner, Glen ed out to the little children (well, and the unmentionables on down
littler than Pacific sophomores, the line. So with the proper
West,
Willi.
-' Whitlock,
FreaLuther
w°u anyway) by old Kris Kringle, him stretching of gray matter and
with the aid of a scattered group
self.
of Math, majors averages were
Anchored in a large newly hit upon and the results turned
painted red or green barrel, each into Coach Edward Betz. Results
Knoles Discusses
towering 12 foot fir holds up lofty are-trade secrets.
Balkan
branches laden with twisting or A practice debate between Jack
naments of burnished, sparkling son and Kentner and Setness and
Situation
tin, which glow with each change Sayers was also held at the reg
of color or gust of wind. Added ular meeting.
the spicy tang of evergreen, and
'bat tii a»S in a chaot'c mess and the nippy Stockton air—we have
Heme*?; alkans may be Hitler's all the requirements for an oldthe
gist
of
the fashioned Yule. But skiiers and
speech
out-of-towners raise up a prayer
president of
IU"y C" Knoles- in unison—"oh for some snow."
He, presc nt J
College of Pacit0 the High Twelve
Club !t ^
ntown
Tiny's- Monday noon
Don't get excited yet, kids, but
Reverend
White
you
can start thinking about it
®alkansn°leS p°inted out that the
anyway.
of raced3re the same old mixture
What we mean is—Christmas
Passes Away
that \y'' ,cultures and language
vacation iS only a little over a
The Reverend Mr. George W. week off.
give
•0-VV Alison once tried
We have to go to classes next
to bo tH.t
determination' only White, 82 year old father of Pro
°1 Llovri'o'1 by diplomatic wiles fessor G. W. White of College of week and then Monday and Tues
lie saifi if'e°!'£e and Clemenceau. Pacific and Stockton Junior Col day of the following week. After
i^oausg .,®'B falls, it will be lege died in Los Angeles Sunday. that you can turn all your atten
Peace j>, ., s inability to keep He was president of the Univer tion to Christmas shopping and a
e Balkans, for Ger- sity of Southern California from good time until the old school
'"any c,
ot
"tanjq "" Pohce Bulgaria, Ru- 1895 to 1899 and had served as bell clangs again on January 6,
"^rry 0n
Czechoslovakia and pastor of the iFrst Methodist 1941.
You thinking about it?
a war With England.
Church in Oakland for 10 years.

Pacific Avenue REFUTERS
COMPUTE
Dresses for
TOO!
Xmas

->

<MESSIAH" TO BK
HEARD ON,
DECEMBER IS

•Conservatory on Tuesday night,
proved herself to be one of the
nation's most promising artists.
Not only does she play with out
standing authority for one of her
sex, but s"he very well belies her
extreme youth with a decided ma
ture approach and understanding
of her instrument and music.
SIBELIUS
It is safe to say that the most
George, Lee, Wilson,
thrilling bit of music of the entire
Ramsey To Solo
evening was to be found in her
interpretation of the Sibelius vio.
lin concerto in D Minor. Here was
Sunday afternoon, December an interpretation of pure ecstasy
15, is the date set for the annual of sound—and no one in the audi
presentation of Handel's "Mes ence could remain untouched, or
siah" by the combined College find criticism in such flowing
beauty. With her other numbers
and Junior College chorus and
there was fire and power, and a
the orchestra. The traditional depth which made the music fair
Sunday-before-Christmas
vaca ly leap from the instrument. Her
tion, pre-Yuletide inspirational only flaw was in this fiery tech
thrill for Pacificites and for nique—in her interpretation of
Stocktonians in general will be the Mozart Sonata, where Miss
staged under the directorship of Solovieff seemed to ignore the
Prof. J. Russell Bodley in the fragile beauty, and the thin clar
College auditorium at 3:00 p. m. ity so necessary in the playing of
This most famous of all ora any Mozart opus. Her playing of
torios, a streamlined version of Debussy was fresh, and new to
the original four and one-half those who are used to the more
hour musical masterpiece, will dreamy renditions of his music.
last one hour and a half. The ENCORES
usual two hundred members of
Her well balanced program was
the chorus, the full College or climaxed with the playing of
chestra, of about fifty and four three encores, a Chopin Nocturne,
soloists—all well-known vocalists a Shostakovich Prelude, and "Viand graduates or students now of
the Conservatory—combine this dui," by Bloch. It was in the two
year to live up to the acclamation latter that she again displayed
expressed by students and towns her scintillating ability to inter
pret the "moderns" with author
people in previous years.
Soloists are Margaret George, ity.
To the small, all too small, au
soprano, of Alameda; Margaret
Lee, alto, from Jerome, Idaho; dience who had the pleasure of
Francis Wilson, tenor, from Up hearing her, the name of Miriam
land, California; and Bill Ram Solovieff will be one long remem
sey, bass, from Stockton. All are bered, as will the beautiful young
remembered for their outstand girl who made music truly live.
ing solo work in the A Cappella
Choir and in various musical
Librarian Guest
shows of the College.
Included in the program will
be eleven choruses, among these Of English
the famous "Amen" chorus and
the "Fugue" which will precede Meeting
the Hallelujah chorus. Four
The first of a series of four
numbers by the combined chor
us will conclude the afternoon's meetings for English majors in
the Senior College will be held
entertainment.
Presentation of this annual Monday evening, December 9 at
Sunday musicale, the "Messiah," 7:30 in Anderson Hall.
Doris Gates, guest speaker, is
is a tradition which dates back
many years to the days when the assistant in education and in
College of the Pacific was located structor in librarianship at San
Jose State College. She was for
at San Jose.
merly children's librarian at _the
library in Fresno. Miss Gates has
written many children's books
Should America
and her lecture should be of par
ticular interest to those in the
Lift Blockade?
elementary teaching field. Miss
Girdner, supervisor of library
The topic of "Help or Isolate?" text and supplies in San Francis
will be argued by a faculty panel co, will accompany Miss Gates.
next Tuesday for the Public Af
fairs Forum at 4:15 in the Stu
dent Christian Association build Frosh Eaf Beans
ing.
A bean-feed at the Knoles
The heated debate will concern
the subject, whether or not residence will be held by the
America should lift its blockade Frosh club at 6:30 Monday night.
in Europe and send food to a Invitations have been sent out,
Europe under Nazi domination, and the future of the club will
All interested are invited.
I be planned.

"Messiah" Is
Set For
December 15
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By ALLEN BREED

JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3 0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121

While a Rose Bowl bound s
/I i»arcifv
Polii?.
Tiat.
ford
varsity fniinrl
found California
a vy,«tv
tough team to overcome, Italy
' for,
her future plans given a right-a.?'"'1
a
face by a hard fighting Greek" 'Vit
Every event last week was in
of little Greece. Germany has 7°'
Italy that she will keep her ha ^
free from the Balkan affair.
Bill.
garia has not as yet joined the a
and the British R. A. F. keeps Ital^'
troops and sea ports on the vv ^
watrh
with continual raids. One of the
old.
est of all military tricks was
used
successfully by the Greeks last week
It seems appropriate that the ideij
should he revived by the Greek*
because they were the ones to origjn
ate the strategy. It seems that R
unit of Italian tanks rolled into a
Fascist held town in the northern
section of the fighting line. T]lf
Italian defenders rushed out to meet
their comrades, only to be met by
the expert fire of Greek gunners
concealed inside the tanks, which
they had captured. It wasn't long
before the Greek occupants of the
20th Century "Trojan Horses" had
complete control of the city.

Published every ^Friday during the College
3-ear by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
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O MODERN
NIGHTINGALES
The Lady of the Lamp had nothing
on the nurses in ye old West Memorial.
Pacific has always been proud of its insti
tutions and Pacific is now particularly
proud of the way in which its Florence
Nightingales have risen to cope ijyth the
'current Influenza epidemic.
To Misses Doris Richards and Iva
Adcock; Mrs. L. Dessaussois and G. Pehl,
we of the WEEKLY extend a lusty big
six; furthermore, not having received ye
allowance, we shower thee with verbal
orchids.
And, to all pestilence that might ever
look as though it was going to disturb
your peace of mind, we wish the curse
of sterility and oblivion.

9 INVALUABLE LINK
Last year the WEEKLY instituted a
new policy of presenting Junior College
sports. This newspaper, with increased
emphasis of Jaysee athletics, adopted the
policy of "building up," of giving more
publicity than was done previously.
This plan has been rewarded. Last
fall with several wins, some ties amount
ing to moral victories, the Cubs cele
brated their first season under Coach
Doug Dashiell. «
'
This fall, their first in the junior col
lege "B" conference, the Jaysees won
the championship and knocked over two
of the four members of the "A" con
ference—Sacramento and Modesto (the
only ones on the schedule). Now there
is a move afoot in these schools Jlo ad
vance this institution into the "A" league.
Undoubtedly, this paper has formed
an invaluable link in the recent develop
ment of the embryonic Tiger Babes into
the powerful Cubs.
R. C.

GALLAUDET
COLLEGE
(mSHiMCTON.D.C.)
IS "THE
pf4LY COLLEGE
FOR THE
DEAF IN
THE WORLD/

STAGESTRUCK

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC

By
HUNI

Have you heard
The little bird's
Latest Cadenza ?—
I opened my window and
Influenza.
Sniff! Sniff! All you sprooks
should be all washed up with the
flu bug—or are you just getting
it? Some are running around as
weak and wan as a certain musi
cian's puns. (No, not yours, Bill
Ramsey).

TALLULLAH
All you followers of the Little
Theatre, keep your first night af
ter vacation free; for if Dame Ru
mour is correct once again, Tallulah Bankhead will be here
again. Yes, she and her entire cast
will present to a Stockton audi
ence, Talullah's latest play, THE
LITTLE FOXES. This will give
Stockton one more chance to
prove that they do appreciate
road shows and out-of-town enter
tainment by showing up and
packing the auditorium to see the
FOXES. And I hear Miss Bank
head is really only a vixen at
heart.
More casting notes from RO
MEO AND JULIET. Dick Schnei
der will be Balthasar—if he re
covers from—no, not the love bug
but the flu bug.

IMAGINATION
Can you imagine Marge Lee
(who has never been heard say
ing a word against anyone)
meowing like a cat ? Warren Mohr
without his complexes? Max Go
bel (quiet and restrained at all
times) shouting "Quiet" over a
"dead" microphone which was
very much alive? Connie Slater
not being teased?
With such successes that the
last two studio plays have been,
Truella Jensen's RUMPLESTILTSKIN will have to' be a supersuper production. But from the
favorable reports that have fil
tered down from Mill's, no one
need worry as to the outcome.
Anyway, leave the worrying part
to Truella. And don't think she
won't!
Have you see the Rip Van Win
kle rug on the large stage's
steps? Rip Van Winkle? It has
a long nap.

"The country must abandon the pres
ent cafeteria system of education in
which the student is left free to select
any academic diet he pleases, subordin
ate vocational training to liberal educa
tion, and recognize differences in nat
ural ability. Liberal education which is
partly informative, partly disciplinary
and partly moral, in making men think
for themselves, is the only effective, train
ing for responsible citizenship in a demociatic state. ' Prof. T. M. Greene of the
philosophy department of Princeton uni A Tpmnlo TTrpv""y survey
versity believes A moil' />"»> Viscloses that more <
leges fail to provide
. >t'b. an iates are being sou. ;lege gradby busiAdequate education for life in
.

By HERM SAPIRO
One of the best programs on
the air these nights features the
work of King Cole's trio. This
colored aggregation is little
known around these parts, but
that is because of the lack of pub
licity. As far as musicianship"
goes, they're among the best.
King Cole on the piano puts out
some tasty jive, and he's aided
by a fine bass man and a terrific
guitarist. Lionel Hampton, when
organizing his new band, tried
his best to get these three men to
come with him, but it seems they
are doing all right by themselves.
At the present time, the Cole
crew is dishing it out at the Vine
Street Radio Room in Los An
geles, so any of you cats that get
down that way over the holidays
better drop in for your kicks. '
ARTIE SHAW

Since Artie Shaw left the Pal
ace last Saturday, he's more or
less dropped out of sight. Evi
dently he's waiting for Tommy
Dorsey to finish his phenomiiialiy successful run at the Pal
ladium. The band will be rest
ing around L. A., living on the
dough they make from their
Burns and Allen commercial
until they go into the Palladi
um.
Hal Kemp's crew is set for the
local Cocoanut Grove on Decem
ber 18, after a swell run at the
Los Angeles spot of the same
name. The Kemp machine-gun
brass is always interesting to lis
ten to, and the arrangements of
the band are really outstanding
Come to think of it, Kemp's out
fit is just about the only one in
the game that no other dance
combo has been able to copy.
The brass work is too hard to
cut, and the muted clarinets used
by the Kempians are in a class
by themselves. Don't miss this
band.

CLIMAX OF FEUD

The old saying, like father like son,
holds true in the leading political family
of England today. Randolph Churchill
who has a temperment exactly like his
father, at last succeeded in obtaining
some political recognition also. By an
agreement pact within Parliament the
Prime Minister's son was able to obtain
a seat in the House of Commons, and last
week gave his maiden speech before this
body. His brilliant speech was climaxed
by the statement that "England has
nothing to depend on except her own
strong right arm." And yet to all out
ward appearances, Britain seems to be
doing a little leaning on the arm of old
Uncle Sam. Britain's continued war in
the air depends on the success of the
United States producers to supply Eng
land with the necessary planes. The
President has asked the plane manufac
turers that they give defense orders, and
especially British orders preference over
commercial orders.
This back-log of
order's raises a question in my mind about
the solving of certain economic problems.
Why is it that one industry can be over
75%_,behind in its work, and yet we hare
millions of people begging for jobs in
these very industries alone. In England
today, no problem is so important as
building.an adequate defense, and yet
with all the work to do, thousands of
men can find no one to hire them. Jts
a grave problem, and one which is goin?
to be even more drastic with the cessa
tion of military war orders (if that time
should ever come).
A side-light on American life-"
Elaine Barrymore divorces her hus
band much to his delight, because
now he can continue looking for the
perfect mate. His score thus f«r
has been four outs!!!
AND AT HOME
Well with the J. C. team having
finished their schedule, we can now
sit back and survey the record ®
the squad. A team' is doing well »
it places in a league the first time 1
plays in it, but our J. C. con®®through and wins the Class B di
vision their first year.
<'°acn
Dashiell tells us that it was co-ope''"'
tion on the part of all the I>laJ'e^
and a willingness to play the ga
as the coach instructed, that ma<de_
possible for such a record to
made. May this kind of spoi'^wj
ship and teamwork always he f°u
on Pacific teams.

Slowly, but surely, the ASCAPBMI feud is reaching a climax.
Columbia Broadcasting System
recently barred all ASCAP tunes
from their network, except pro
grams. After the first of the year
even these programs will have to
be composed entirely of BMI
tunes. Other networks .are fol
The Student Affairs C o m m i t t e e ^
lowing similar programs. Some done wonders in the controlling °atbe
thing ought to pop pretty soon, traffic problem, and with rainy ,2V
because ASCAP looks as though
i in past it's in for a bad time unless they on its way, more than ever,
the hpln r»f all thp Bfnrlont0
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% **g and his orchestra
. Hal ^ n:ng in the Ro
s'-L^at
t°P of the H°tCl
arden
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Christmas Tree
The tradat10
other red and
uised,
j.i be
be usecj
^Arrangements
will
used
green arf^nk, decoration chairher committee to creman holiday atmosphere. Gen»ttrt*j£an for the affair is
eral cha'££ham and refreshpegK>'
charge of Pat
^ are jn
ftche".
patronesses will
pa'r0"d Mrs. M. A. Garrigan,
^ h Mrs C. W. Gullck, Mr.
Mt Jjg /£ B. Gordon and Miss
t0

^Sing"01^!!

SS

be

Berniece

BS,DS DSeS

£% Bill Workman, Mary
luiseDe Arrieta, John McAllist Gladys Saguinetti, Henry
Lorn Florence N e w b e r r y ,
Floyd Allen, Jane Gordon, George
riine Dorothy Goodwin, Gordon
Stringer, Janet Lehman, Carl
fuller, Gladys Hotchkiss, George
Gischel, Doris
Bowring, Art
Smith, Carol Martin, Terry Aton,
Durance Mathews, Howard Cassassa, Audrey Segale, Tommy
Olaeta, Barbara Bowring, Mel
Jessup, Barbara Boyes, Brad Setjiess, Prudy Niles, Dick Smith,
Charlotte Schwing, Jack Preece,
Francis Kentor, Bob Weaver, Nor
ma Jean Lever, Ralph Wright,
Verdienne Folse, John Lundblad,
Glenna Cusick, Larry Margolin,
Jenny Abrams, A1 Benerzra,
Wanda German, Bob Buck, Pat
Mitchell, Bill Nichley, Peg Bigham, Don LaMoine, Harriet
Kientz and guest, and Jeanne
Drew and guest.

COLLEGIANA
By Adele Scoble

DONE DREAM'IN!

Local news has it that the Lodi
ffijfh School drill team is the
result of "a dream come true."
"iss Holm, dean of girls, has
hoped that some day the school
»ould be large enough to pro
wl" 7terial for a ft'11"1, an' this
sh 80,1001 lassies have
, e E'ng through with a super
The Aggies have Gilh,.J' ' • •
fi*
!vada ^ Us Crabtree,
t*m' and
fifsm t dri"
its genial Gene
Dotseh >,
m aybe next
S£1Lr\
w wear a
skirt. S€ason be kin
'
QGE
ine tL"?0ns °' Sparta" are makthe slllH np to Fresno to present
abronl ? 0i Fresno State with
bribed SaqUe °n Which wil1 be
"We ]ost lUnmistakable script,
Jose St!!
Fresno State-San
PiaqUe win Eamf •" Each year the
the loser of the
game ana ,1°
the DHvii
dinner will have
spot he e^e °f Placing it at any
eampu, ahooses on the loser's
'ime he k retnain there until the
Why can.rCOmes the loser . . .
St>thp'j
We bave a plaquee 'er
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CHRISTMAS
CAROLING AT
CROSSWAYS

informal
^eHogether
A somewhat unique Christmas
program will be presented by At Co-op
the Meeting of the Crossways

next Thursday afternoon at 4:15
in the Student Christian Associa
tion building.
The Rev. George Foster Pratt
rector of St. John's Episcopal
Church of Stockton, will dis
cuss the meaning and symbolism
of Christmas to the Christian.
Prof. Irving Goleman, of the
English department of the Col
lege, will further the discussion
by telling the difficulties that
the celebration presents to the
non-Christian.
A group of Christmas carols
by children from the Central
League will comprise the musi
cal part of the program. A large
attendance of students and facul
ty members is invited.

TIGER
TALES
Now that football season is
nearing its close the campus is
calming down, and news is hard
to find even for this roving rel>orter—BUT we are interested in
that surprise combination of Cora
Russell and A1 Trobbe. Has A1
really settled down at last. Who
knows? Who cares? Speaking of
seasons, even that old flu bug
can't discourage ROMANCE on
a campus like Pacific. It is ru
mored that a new postman has
been hired to carry the notes and
billet-doux" from the girl's dorm
to the infirmary , . . and back
again. Mary Lou Anderson has
writer's cramp, and so, they say,
has Bill Kieshan—that glamour
boy from the Termites. Patty
Boynton and Bob Cornelius are
wearing down their pencils to the
bitter end. How about it Patty?
Who is that tall, dark and hand
some boy Miriam Adams has been
seen walking around the campus
with—come on Miriam, we can
keep a secret . . . Better be good,
kiddies, Xmas is near 'n that ole
man with the white whiskers has
his eye on you! ALSO, Adele Sco
ble hadn't you better explain ful
ly what you were doing in that
parked car on West Lane last
night? I heard you tell someone
it was a worn-out generator— at
least I haven't heard THAT ONE
before.
Three cheers for the Cub! The
record machine was a lotta iun
the other night—let's make it per
manent
Incidentally Ralph
Wright,
what become of that Bee-yutiful
blonde you were sporting around
at the beginning of the semester?
Maybe she prefers some other
sport to swimming!
Well, chiiluns vacation is not
far off, but in the meantime don't
neglect your studies . . . and oth
er things. "Bye now.

SIERRA
I MARRIED
ADVENTURE
r

Hot tea and cakes in front of
an open fire will beckon faculty
members and students to the Pa
cific Co-operative House Sunday
evening from 5 to 6 o'clock for
an informal get-together.
While warming up both their
interiors and exteriors, guests
will be entertained with a pro
gram featuring Pacific Co-Op
members in vocal, instrumental,
and dramatic numbers.
Gladys Hotchkiss has chairmaned the affair being assisted
by Katherine Kuivala in charge
ol the program; Barbara Bow
ring,
refreshment chairman;
Janet Lehman, invitations; and
Dons Bowring, who will superlse the serving.
Appearing on the program will
be iviarge Dee, Thalia Heim, Valate Learned, Miss Kuivala, Mrs.
Mae Coker, and Bill Workman.
"It is hoped that these Sunday
evening get-togethers may be held
monthly at the Co-operative
House for the benefit of acquaint
ing faculty and students in an
informal manner" stated Miss
Lehman, president, as she issued
an invitation to all students,
faculty members, friends and
neighbors.

Allan Bacon
Gives
Organ Recital

>•

-*1

MADYin
QUESTION
Glenn Ford • Irene Rich

"Busiest man on the cam
pus" is the title given to
J. RUSSELL BODLEY, who
in addition to directing the
production for "The Mes
siah" is presenting an A
Cappella Choir recital and
a high school chorus.

Orchesis Initiates
Large Group
Last Week
Orchesis, Pacific's dancing so
rority, held its initiation last
week at the home of Miss Mae
Shaw, 151 Euclid Avenue. After
an impressive ceremony, refresh
ments were served.
Those initiated into the senior
group of Orchesis were: Persis
Ritchie, Phyllis Briggs, Jack
Holmes,' Luana Faulkner, Bever
ly Gardner.
Those entering the junior group
were: Clio Abercrombie, Barbara
Cadden, Lorraine Davis, Rosalie
Haebesland, Helen Jennings, Pa
tricia Collins, Barbour Klawans,
Ruth Kohler, Margery Mehl,
Gladys Wong, Lucille Rowe, Ma
rianne Rice, Bettie Kingdon, Je
anne Griffin, Phyllis Grimshaw,
Barbara Baxley, Jane Dashiell
and Violet Graves.

J. Russell Bodley is known
these days as the "Busy Little
Man" of the Conservatory.
In addition to directing the
huge chorus and orchestra for
"The Messiah," presenting the A
Cappella Choir in recital, he is
going to direct a chorus of 1,000
in San Jose today.
The festival will present the
choirs of nearly 20 California high
schools in the San Jose Civic au
ditorium. Three of the directors
of these high school choirs are
former Pacific Conservatory stu
dents. Lucille Adams, Fox Green,
Palo Alto high school, Harold
Cunningham of Richmond and
John W. Warrar of Santa Cruz,
all studied at College of the Pa
cific and in their undergraduate
days sang under Mr. Bodley in the
Pacific A Cappella Choir.
The choirs will be judged by a
selected committee of musical ex
perts who will forward a rating
of each organization to the school
after the festival.
The group performances will
feature Christmas music and af
ter ail groups have performed,
their voices will join, under the
direction of Mr. Bodley, in sing
ing five of the world's greatest
Christmas carols.
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BRIAN AHERNE
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Three Pacific.Alumni
Direct Choirs in San Jose
Performance Today

| Humphrey's (

Based OA the Book - of - the ;-Month
Club Selection • A Columbia Picture
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Bodley Leads
High School
Choirs

BUSY BEE

Professor Allan Bacon from
College of Pacific Conservatory
of Music gave an organ recital in
the Cathedral of Blessed Sacra
ment in Sacramento last Wednes
day.
Professor Bacon was the first
Only colleges in the country
dean of the Sacramento chapter
ante-dating the University of
of the American Guild of Organ
Pennsylvania* are the College of
ists, which sponsored the recital.
William and Mary and Harvard
Numbers included in his program
and Yale universities.
were Concerto in F by Handel;
Pulride in D Minor by Cleramboult; Tocesta on a Gregorian
|lf you want a job—
Theme by Barnes; Choral in A
1 Secretarial
j
Minor by Cesar Frank. Souer Mo1 Civil Service
nique by Couperin; Canyon Walls POPULARITY PLUS
I Higher Accountancy
j
From the University of Penn (Free employment service.!
by Clokey; Elfes by Bonnet and
paper, "The Pitt
Toccato on "O Filiii et Tiliae," sylvania's
News," we quote: "Betty Toddie,
by Lynwood Farnam.
co-ed major of the band and the
(Sinice 1896)
a
According to a recent survey, Panther's wrestling partner (!)
is simply THRILLED with her
the ideal boy should—
| School of Business |
job.
To
put
it
in
her
own
words,
1. Have a car.
"It's MARVELOUS ... I look 1 California at Weber g
2. Be a pleasant conversation
Stockton
over my shoulder and there are s
alist.
120 men following me."
3. Have a car.
4. Be congenial.
i
5. Have a car.
I :S
i . i'Y: >
6. Be a good listener.
........
7. Have a car.
P. S.—Numbers 2, 4 and 6 can
THE G I F T S SHE
be omitted if car has radio.
—Ye Chronicle.

; THEATRE fegj

t mrs martin johnson) '
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Alpha Thetes
Corner
Santa Claus

*A CAPPELLA
GIVES
RECITAL

COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

University of Nebraska's de
partment of psychology is con
ducting research into effects of
diets on physical development.
Psychology-minded gardners at
New York's City College are
working on the theory that "a
beautiful campus stimulates the
appetite for knowledge."
Get Your Haircut at

'The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.
IT IS YOUR
SHOP

Christmas
Holidays

Pacific's A Cappella Choir will
give its only public concert of the
season Sunday evening at the
Grace Methodist Church, com
mencing at eight p. m. A cordial
invitation has been issued by the
Reverend Howard Strickland to
the public to attend. Eight num
bers will be sung by the choir and
they will be the entire program.
The choir will be heard in their
annual concert for the assembly
next Thursday.

Pacific Ave Shops
GOODYEAR
TIRES

TUXEDO
S H O E

S E R V I C E

EXPERT CLEANING AND
DYEING

SHOE

REPAIRING

Br NAT FLOR
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-2345

Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLEY E. BUSH

For Corsages with
that College Swank

SHELL SERVICE

SEE

2302 PACIFIC AVE.

SHERWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6550

WINTER SPECIAL College Flower
Shop
Student
Hot Lunches and
Dinners

2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-6550

ice

TRY TDK-

CReam

BLEWETT'S

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

Specializing In

"The Taste Will Tetl"

O ICE CREAM
• PUMPKIN PIES
• NOVELTY MOLDS

Ph. 3-0451

2014 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Just the thing to add the dis
tinctive touch to your holiday
dinner.
ON PACIFIC AVE.
DIAL 2-2830

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircut*

SPECIAL

Hot Fudge Do-Nut
A la Mode 10c

RAINBOW
DO-NUT
SHOP
2301 Pacific Ave. Dial 2-9328

Union Oil Products

KfTWiW

Bill Lnnt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good"

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP

SERVING BRKA KFAET, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

Before you leave for your
homes, come in and get
a gift box of College
Stationery, or a Bracelet,
Ring, or other Jewelry.
Also leave us your maga
zine subscriptions. Re
member—

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Milk Shakes
10c Plate Lunch ....Golden Waffles ....15c Fried Apple Pis
Donuts 30c per Dozen

On the Campus for You"

Your College
Book Store

20c
10°

Mrs. Holmans Donut Cake Shop
1603 PACIFIC AVE,

For Lunch
Or Just a
Snack—It's
Always Good
at the

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE

S

CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT

KING'S

Operated by

111

45w

2047 PACIFIC AVE.

JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, CLOCKS,
SILVER, PENS
SEE OUR FINE
LINE OF WATCHES
CONVENIENT TERMS

—ficcoeinted Women's Students

W if E K

The fall initiation 0f
Sigma
Gamma
Phi
.....A Club, p., . ~Q
language honor society
|c'
November 18 at the Hoteitheh
ton. Those initiated were ^°ck'
Clifford, Marie Cantlis T 8
Fritz and Virginia Johnson 11
Philip Alosi conducted th
dlelight ceremony, which
held after a dinner. With th Was
members, the club went t
home of Miss Danner 1° the
teacher, for a social meeting'811
In order to be eligible forT,
bership in Phi Gamma SigIJ mtwo point average is needed iL *
language major or minor
ana
with a fairly high record in'othe
studies.

Stocktons Annual Drama fes
tival will be held in the North
Hall of the Civic Auditorium dur
ing the week of March 2, 19-11
according to Bert Swanson, city
recreation superintendent.
Director Richard A. Kelley
plans a festival program which
will include five nights of oneact plays prepared by local dra
matic units. Twenty-twd drama
groups took part in last year's
festival, with talent from the
College of Pacific Little Theatre
playing an important role. Stock
ton Drama Week is different
from most such festivals in that
it is not a contest, therefore no
awards are given. The main ob stimulate interest in dranwjective of the enterprise is to re- work within the community

2008 PACIFIC AVE.

HEADQUARTERS

%

In Drama
Week

LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

"Sweet Adeline—Sweet Ade
line," Ah, what happy music
flowed through the lips of the
junior college team as they fin
ished their season of football!
And they are champions of their
league, too. Congratulations to
A Christmas tree, holly wreath,
you fellows, you really had to red candles, Santa Claus and his
work to get it.
bag chuck full of presents, and
I liked the dance after the even a snow man will be found
game, Friday night—especially at Alpha Theta Tau sorority
the lights. If they'd have turned house Saturday evening to com
one more off, we'd have been plete the pictures for their an
dancin' around in a black-out! nual Christmas dance. This for
But what fun! And did you notice mal dance serves to usher in the
Ray Jones proudly dancing with coming holiday season.
Juanita Daussat? Is this a new
Herm Sapiro's orchestra will
campus couple, or is he playing play for the dancing, which will
"second fiddle" to Bob Adamina? be from nine to one o'clock.
...And did you notice how crowd
Patrons and patronesses for the
ed Stadium Drive was after the evening will be Mr. and Mrs. J.
game? How do I know it was so Russell Bodley, Dr. and Mrs. C.
crowded? Why, I was looking for Gordon Patten, and Dean and
my room mate! Bob Downs en Mrs. John G. Elliot.
joyed dancing with Modesto's
General chairmen for the eve
majorette. She was darned cute, ning is Ann Hodgkins. Helping
too, huh, Downs?
her with the arrangements will
BOUQUETS, CORSAGES
be Ruth Coward and Jackie Par
"Flowers for madam," seems to ker.
be the proper thing now. Virginia
Kutter received a nice bouquet
from Craig Combs.
Margie
Bowcock, who is in the infirm Mom and Dad
ary trying to get rid of the flu
bug got flowers tagged "from Invited to
Bob." His last name is Olson.
Starting this week-end, I feel sor Dinner
ry for the fellows having to buy
It's the Dad's and Mom's dinner
corsages for the girls—but then, that will be holding the attention
where would Emily Post be if of the sorority sisters over at Epthere were no such thing as eti silon Lambda Sigma tomorrow
quette.
evening. Quite an annual affair
I've noticed two girls down on are the separate functions of the
Pacific Avenue calmly taking dec Mother's dinner, and the Fathers
orations off the Christmas trees dinner. This year the two dinners
they have decorating the street. have beeen combined into one oc
For shame girls!
casion, and both proud parents
At the joint sorority and fra as well sis proud daughters will be
ternity meeting, a week ago, we there Saturday night.
hear that Archania really messed
Ruth Udden is in charge of the
up Mu Zete. Blankets were tied decorations, and she will be as
together and dropped out the win sisted by Phyllis Stabler, Beverly
dows and the beds were moved Gardner, Lillian Kowatch, and Lu
all around. But if you ask an Ar cille Mcintosh. In charge of set
chite about the destruction all his ting the tables is Celia Cross. Deanswer will be is, "I don't know Ette Hamsher, Jean Ferguson,
a thing about it." Looks as if they Mervill Hammill, LaVerne Lagowere pretty guilty to me!
rio and Kay O'Connor are helping
HURRY UP
her.
Hey fellows, have you got your
Eloise Smith, Barbara Harri
date for the Freshman-Sophomore son, and Jean Arnot, are to pro
Hop at Cocoanut Grove tonight? vide a program.
If not get off the dime and see
Epsilon's new pledges are in
what you can do about it, 'cause charge of the clean-up.
it's going to be good! And who
.wants to miss anything good?
Must run along now. Enjoy
yourselves at the dances this
week-end.
What were those three Pacific
co-eds, Adele, Pearl and Bernice,
doing down at Cal Aggies last
Friday, and being squired around Calls Your Attention
to the Shortness of
by those oh so handsome farm
ers? Can that be the reason the
time for Shopping
farmers get into Collegiana so
for the
Often?

Language SocieL
Initiates
%
Four

L

HAMILTON
WALTHAM
ELGIN
GRUEN

I

I Harp
UtT-#*

PACIFIC

12 -

Starred In

Second Symphony
diva Symphony, Soloist All
p ra is'ed by Student Critic
By BILL. RAMSEY
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Rhizl+es
Plan Their
Hell Dance ii
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Kris Kringle—
Among Those
To Attend Dance

It s one of the outstanding• cam
Pds dances of the year-referring
of course to Rhizomia's annual
fall "Hell Dance," to be held at
the Rho Lambda Phi house on
Friday, the 13th.

Kris Kringle will reign supreme
for the annual Tau Kappa Kappa
Christmas formal to be held Sat
urday evening, December 14.
The orchestra of Ross and Rotscli has been engaged for danc
ing, which will take place from
9:00 to 1:00 a. m.
General chairman for the occa
sion is Rosemary Strader. Com
mittees working on the dance in
clude the following: decorations,
Margo Mclntyre, Doris Bowring,
and Lucille Wilson; refreshments,
Virginia Doane, Alfaretta Bryson,
and Bobbie Lennox; music, Jean
Strong and Margo Mclntyre;
clean up, the pledges, Jessie Hannay, Claire Sandrock and Doris
Wudel.

4 rising audience and orchestra in the national an- The dance has been probably
„ opened the second in the series of Stockton Sym- the highlight of the house social
th
concerts under Maestro Manlio Silva. The over- functions for some years. The
P-Tf Ruber's only opera, "La Muette de Portico" date seems very appropriate for
^times called "Masaniello," was the sparkling and the affair as there is usually a
s
tvpe of opening which •
spooky motif.
liv<,,>
_jves contrast to
Hves
i« longer
.-i creating works sot men long
Norman Lamb, in charge of
°ZJl compositions. Dainty, since departed.
music
for the affair, has tenta
Jte Phages were termin
I believe the Fifth Symphony
er with bold cymbal
crashes is too well known to comment tively engaged Jimmy Brown's
1<1
cymo
Jd orchestral chords.
on each movement or on the colored swing band from one of
symphony as a whole. The audi San Francisco's night spots.
|
AUDIENCE FAVORITE
ence accepted its presentation
The walls of the house will be
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, as a master-work well done.
acclaimed by America's diaPreceding the soloist of the completely covered with drawing
tttisters as their first choice in evening, the field of opera and paper and then many of the well^ symphonic field, was well re one of its titans, ("Der Meister- known Rhizite cartoons will in
ceived The initial theme stood singer" by Wagner) offered a turn take their place on the walls
Toyland, toyland — wonderful,
in bold relief in the slow, deliber full, rich orchestration of pomp of the front room and dining
magical toyland—is to be the
ate Silva interpretation. This and dignity in the Apotheose des room.
opening "knock of fate," as it is Hans Sachs; the cobbler Sachs
Ken Duffin, outstanding artist theme of the dance that the .mem
sometimes called, rarely has the being acclaimed as the writer of on the campus, is doing most of bers of Women's Hall and their
figure given hearing in such the song which Walter uses in the cartooning, assisted by Presi escorts will attend tomorrow
clear deliberation. It is a simple winning the contest.
night at the annual winter for
dent Tony Ficovich.
theme, appearing In many inver
Virginia Morgan, harp virtu
Dick Stebbins is in charge of mal.
sions through the entire instru oso, showed a magnetic person the dance committee for the af
The festivities will be super
mentation that it is well to call ality to orchestra personal, back fair.
vised by a giant Santa Claus sit
it apart to full view. The day stage bedecked in a gorgeous or
ting on his throne and governed
previous the New York Philhar chid, as well as to an enthusiastic
by the rule of candy canes. About
hearing
her
splendid
work
last
monic Symphony Orchestra un audience.
A portion of the
the wall will be all the toys one
season.
der John Barbiroli performed this strings and two flutes serve with
would find in Santa'^ toyshop—
Color and vigor were present
same number. John Barbiroli's her in the Handel Concerto. The
tin soldiers, mama dolls, toy
interpretation did not approxi audience was entranced as she in the closing Spanish Rhapsody
drums, and hobby horses. All
mate what Manlio Silva chose in became a part of the orchestra of Chabrier. Although a French
Will be reflected in a large, revolvtheme exposition tempo.
Nor only to emerge in airy passages man, he has caught the Spanish
should any two
conductors which were smooth, and clean- atmosphere and has employed the mirrored ball, particularly
choose to approximate the prece cut in her precision and styliza two dance forms; the malaguena the predominate red and white
dent set by another, any more tion. The typical Handel thrills and the jota, to carry the gay, colors.
Dancing will be from nine un
than did Manlio Silva choose to were present as were octave pass festive moods. Every section of
deviate from John Barbiroli's ages as well as clever bits of the orchestra joined in this clos til one o'clock, the music being
ing number to give it all of the played by the orchestra of Ross
choice.
echo work, such as you would
There Is no set standard of expect from an echo manual of life and sparkle which charac and Rotsch.
General chairman for the eve
interpretation. That is where the organ; the instrument which terizes the Spanish atmosphere.
The orchestra and Manlio
part of the creative genius of
also has been used in presenting Silva deserved the good round ning is Betty Taylor, president
of the Dorm. She has appointed
a musician plays a part in re- this concerto.
of applause which followed the the following committees: decor
The audience was not con
program. It was a fine pro ations, Gladys Cowan; bids, Mari
tent to let Miss Morgan go
gram well done. Conspicuous lyn Kendrick; patrons and patron
and she was obliged to offer
by its absence was the tradi
esses, Marian 'Combs; publicity,
"The Last Rose of Summer,"
tional left-hand conducting by
Betty Morrison.
"Danza" by Thome, and "Be
Maestro Silva. which usually
lieve Me If Ail Those Endear
takes form "in the Strauss
All the energy the average per
ing Young Charms," as re
waltzes. The pleasant omis
quests to thankful and eager
sions of his vocal utterances son uses in thinking during one
applause. Many enjoyed their
and vocal obligattos was wel day could be obtained by eating
first experience of hearing an
comed. So let's throw in an oril peanut, says Dr. E. Alfred
artist give color, warmth and
other bouquet to the evening's Wolf, associate professor of biol
life to selections for this in
group
of applauseful and verbal ogy at the University of Pitts
Stockton's Finest
strument which is too seldom
burgh.
array of posies.
Beauty Salon
heard. Others renewed their
musics 1 acquaintance after
New Thrift .Dept.

Womens' Hall
Becomes a
Toyland

Permanent
Waves

stso

I

Ybry. Cologne

^ "Old Fashion Garden"

Shampoo And
Finger Wave
THRIFT
75« °Nticket

s

$1.00
Chas. Haas &
Sons
Jewelers
415 E. Main St.

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND,
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

National Towel & Laundry Co.

Dial 4-4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

p
H
0
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CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
$3.95 per dozen in artistic folders
with a wide selection of proofs.

We Remain Open

Weekdays 9 A. M. — 8 P. M.
•Sundays 10 A. M. — 5 P. M.

Until Christmas
tor Your Convenience

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO
38 North California Street

• Rhizomia
• Omega Phi
6 Men's Hall

Ed Dennejr
Roger Cross
Don Jackson

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

MEAT
434 E. WEBER

Icicles and snowballs will fill
the atmosphere tonight at the Cocoanut Grove, but they won't be
able to chill the spirits of the
members of the freshman and so
phomore classes who will be cele
brating their fifth annual dance
at this "Snow Ball." The dance is
one planned by the freshmen and
sophomore class officers for the
enjoyment of the two classes. Ad
mission will be by any student
body card and membership in one
of the Jaysee classes.
Dancing will be from nine to
one, the music being provided by
Herm Sapiro and his orchestra.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening will be Dr. and Mrs. Roy
C. McCall, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Bancroft, and Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Welch.
Those serving on the commit
tee are Gene Harter, Leslie
Knoles, Lucille Mcintosh, Don LaMoine, Russ Agnew, Fran Mc
Neil, Betty Hunefeld and Btair
Smith.

Trade Bases
Topic of
Discussion
The next meeting of the Pub
lic Affairs Forum will be hejd
in the S. C. A. building next Tues
day at 4:15. The topic for discus
sion will be "The Basis for Trade
Between a Totalitarian Govern
ment and a Democracy." Mr. Nor
man will be the speaker.
With the possibility that a to
talitarian form of government
may rule over all of Europe, or at
least part of it, it becomes in
creasingly important that we un
derstand what kind of trade basis
will evolve. A presentation of the
desires of both the totalitarian
and democratic governments on
this topic will be given by Mr.
Norman.

Rug Cuttings
(Continued from page 2)
get together with the radio sys
tems.
The Club Alabain is still the
Jammiest place in San Francis
co. There's a three-piece Negro
bunch putting out that torrid
stuff every night except Mon
day. The piano man is outstand
ing, the sax man plays not good
but loud, and the bass man is
fine (he also sports one .of the
loudest checked suits we've
ever seen.) It's a good spot to
go jus't for a novelty.

Werner Addresses
Lions' Club

Office:
830 S. California

925 N. Wilson Way

Frosh-Soph
'Snow Ball'
Tonight

MARKET
DIAL 2-2734

"Summary of Present Interna
tional Relations" is the topic
which Dr. G. A. Werner of the
College of Pacific and Stockton
Junior College addressed to the
Lions Club Tuesday at a lunch
eon in Hotel Stockton.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucchi

American and Channel

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main A El Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yoncmtte. Ph. 2-5143
Everything- to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy
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PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

PATTY

BERG,

PERFORMS

In brief review, Fray and Braggiotti are still in the minds of
Stocktonians who attended their
recent concert. Dial twisters also
had another chance to listen as
these two men manipulated 20
flying fingers on the Kraft Music
Hall program, playing their ar
rangements of Strauss' "Blue
Danube" and the "Swingaroo"
(with proper body motion) "Beatin' Round the Mulberry Bush."
While on the subject of radio,
did you hear the choir and orches
tra Sun. morning, Nov. 24? Many
members of both organizations,
including the directors, J. Russell
Bodley of the choir and Horace I.
Brown of the orchestra, denied
themselves a portion of their va
cation in order to help present
this fine program. Every phase
of the broadcast was handled by
local talent, for a KWG operator
monitored the show and John
Crabbe wrote the script and did a
swell job in the announcing spot.
This program was a fine tribute
to Paeific and to the entire group
that was responsible for its suc
cess.
Brought here by the untiring efforts of Coaches Doug Dasbiell and Chiis E \
Congratulations, to the newlyweds! Lawrence Short and Jeanne s e n , P a t t y B e r g , f o r m e r n a t i o n a l w o m e n ' s o p e n g o l f c h a m p i o n , v i s i t e d K j e ( s e n s
Wier, botja prominent in Conser golf class November 14, She explained stance, elbow control, and the importance
vatory activities, and both grads
of '38, "middle-aisled" it at Fair of keeping the head down when stroking the white pellet.
field, the home of the bride.
During her talk on the finer points, her traveling partner, Mrs. Opal Hill, dis
played some wonderful iron shots that had the accuracy of a rifle, constantly hit
Eugene O'Neill flunked English
ting the same spot time after time. As Mrs. Hill took each different iion, Miss
when he attended Princeton.
Superior (Wis.) State Teachers Berg explained its use and the right technique.
College 1898 enrollment of 17 se
In the above photo MISS BERG has just completed a stroke. MRS. HILL is at
niors was a 600 ner cent increase
her
side; various members of the golf class are watching.
over that of 1897.
COLLEGE CAPERS
Berkeley college women must
really be backward, or else they
don't believe in the leap year tra
dition. At any rate both UCLA
and Cincinnati campuses put on
a "Sadie Hawkins" day with the
avowed purpose of "gett'in their
man before they are gone with
the draft" . . .

Waldo Speaks
In Assembly

Xmas Custom
In M a n v
_and$
vzucmupoiitan

Club

Christmas! What a friendIv
warming memory it brings to ri
of us throughout America—vJv
ing in some of the many section"
of our country in the local cuT
toms that give it different hue
of color; but in its joyful thanks
giving and good neighborliness it
i« celebrated universally through
8
it our land.
OTHER LANDS
How different is Christmas in
other lands. Well, to the theme of
Christmas In Many Lands, the
members of the Cosmopolitan
Club will hold a party on Wed.
nesday, December 11th. Yes, at
7:30, December 11, in Mrs. Anderson's home at 1615 W. Harding
members of the club and all those
sincerely interested in the work
of the club will hold this interna,
tional Christmas party.
Singing of the songs of many
lands, and the playing of games
is planned to make the evening
an enjoyable one.
Miss Ruth Smith, teacher of
French at the college and herself
for years a traveler in France,
Germany and the other countries
of Europe, will tell of her enjoy,
ment of and participation in the
celebrations of Christmas she has
known in these many lands.
As this will be the last big
event which the Cosmopolitan
Club is sponsoring until after the
holidays, all attention of the club
members is attracted to making
it a most enjoyable one. All those
truly interested in the work of
the Cosmopolitan Club are invited
to attend. Word should be left
with Miss Margaret Campbell at
the S. C. A.

Dr. Allen Waldo, adviser of Al
pha Gamma Sigma, Stockton J.
C. honorary Scholarship Society,
spoke on the activities of the
group in yesterday's assembly.
Joe Kegler, chairman of the
Student Affairs Committee, intro
YOU'RE CHOICE?
Notre Dame now has a flying
duced old and new members to
We snitched this from the Mus
field near its stadium.
the assembly.
tang magazine down Davis way
n though you might like it to. It
seems that sophomores want
their girl friends to be like cig
MEET THE GANG
arettes—slender and trim, all in a
row to be selected at will, set
—AT—
aflame, and when the flame has
subsided, discarded only to se
lect another.
.
The fastidious junior wanteds
girl friend to be like a cigar. They
are more expensive. They ma
FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
a better appearance, they last on
ON EL DORADO
ger, for after all, if the bran_
a good one they ard^ sel
thrown away, but used to the e The senior wants his girl 0
like his pipe. Something "e ..
comes attached to, knocks gen
but lovingly, takes great care
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SHEPHERD & GREEN

SPECIAL STUDENT FARES
TO PACIFIC COAST POINTS
Start your holiday vacation this fast, economical way—let an
S. P. engineer drive you home in style and comfort. We are
offering specially reduced student round trip fares to all
points in California, Arizona, Nevada and Oregon.

EXTRA S P E C I A L — 10% reduction in cost of round trip

standard Pullman accommodations for students traveling to
points in the above states!

LOW F A R E S E A S T , T O O
Our regular one way and round trip fares to all eastern cities
ate low, too. What's more—you have a wide choice of S. P.
routes and trains ... including luxurious streamliners and
money-saving economy trains (featuring good meals for 90<*
a day: breakfast 25(2,luncheon 30(2,dinner 35(2).

ALSO LOW O N E W A Y FARES TO ALL POINTS

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-9017

A man will give you a cigar
ette, offer you a cigar, but a
will never share his pipe.
.

Visit

309 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif.

NEWBY'S
Beauty School

Give your Car
a Pick-up
With One of
Our Specialties

IT'S NEW . - •
. . . IT'S MODERN

LU6E
JOB

Excellent Work BY
Advanced. Students

Experienced Workmanship

Gay "L'l Abner" Yokum's
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Pasture Polo
Held Today

Wildcats Wowed;

Tigers

Page 7,

CUBS DUMP MODESTO
TO END SEASON
Three Scores Pushed Across In
First Half; Subs Play

Intramural Golf
Tournament Held At
Municipal Course

Jaysee's famous pony backfield staged one last spec
tacular performance by rushing helter-skelter over
Modesto Jaysee gridders 19-0 Friday evening. The sud
den unexpected scoring thrusts, all of which occurred
in the first half, left the enthusiastic throng of spec
tators agog.
•—
.

Champs

Pasture polo or the ancient
and royal Scottish game of golf
will be played today under the
sponsorship of the Intramural
Final Score Sees Pacificers
organization, headed by Coach
^ess than two more minutes had
es Earl Jackson and Chris
Leading, 27-0, in Last Scorcher
Charley Blackwell's mighty punt elapsed. It started off badly as
Kjeldsen.
ing had driven the Pirates deep Mills failed to gain at tackle and
PLAY BEGINS AT ONE
into their own territory, Modesto threw an incomplete pass.
Play in the tournament may be
With the de-clawing of the Chico State Wildcats, gin at 1 p. m. and will run all got away a magnificent quick
Then he faded deeply again
kick. However, Gordon Alphonse,
A. A. Stagg's rubber-toothed Tigers won the fast crum- afternoon.
By special arrange the Cubs' greatest mail-carrier and launched another toss.
Johnny Brown, who had broken
par Western Conference title last Friday at Chico, ment anyone who has a class af in history, took the ball over his straight
bling
downfield at the snap
ter 1:30 will be given an excuse, shoulder on the dead run and
back and simply outrun all
2"-'b
but none granted if the applicant sneaked for the sidelines. By the
With only three teams left in the Far AVestern, Paci has a large amount of cuts. All time he passed midfield he had Pirate defenders, caught the
ball on his finger-tips—off bal
,s win over Cal Aggies and*
names of competitors must be picked up fine interference, and ance. But staggered the re
criss-crossing
cleverly
behind
his
Chico State gives them the cham
submitted to Coach Jackson or
maining eighteen yards to the
Bert Mason before noon Thurs blockers, he pranced across the goal before he fell.
pionshippayline standing up.
day, December 5.
FIRST QUARTER SCORES
Gordy had gone 78 yards over PRATES HOLD
No organization can score
The striped felines scored
The hapless Modestans never
points unless three men compete. a broken-field. The try for point
twice in the opening minutes of
was wide.
threatened. In fact they had their
Four men may, however, be en AIR ATTACK
the first quarter to keep Chico's
hands full most of the time try
tered and the lowest score of
Coach Doug Dashiell's intricate
back to the wall throughout the
three men can be used as a final offensive patterns, heretofore ing to stave off the repeated Cub
game. The first touchdown came
In addition to the coach, what team score. The lowest aggre always executed on the ground, drives which occurred frequently
in
in the first three minutes of play makes a successful winning foot gate team score for the 18 hole suddenly took to the air and throughout the rest of the game.
Coach Doug Dashiell, marking
after an
— advance
• of 85
• -yards ball squad?
medal play will be declared win pierced Modesto's hastily-strung
up
his sqventh victory of the sea
gained mainly through the line
Following is the explanation ner. Points will be distributed as defenses for two quick stunning
son, allowed most of his bench
plunges of Emil Seifert and Dusty penned by Doug Dashiell at the follows:
tallies in the second quarter.
to play in the closing minutes.
Miller.
end of his sophomore year as POINTS
Standing on his own thirty,
A few plays later Lugonjac's Jaysee coach.
Twenty-five points for each Don Mills flipped a perfect strike
kick on Chico's 14 was blocked
"Why did we have a good sea team of three men entered; cham to Paris who was hit down on the
Washington State students
and Dean Gay fell on the ball son? Well, I'll tell you. Our play pionship, 25 points; second place, midfield stripe. Johnny Brown have their own ski jump right on
over the goal line. Seifert con ers had great enthusiasm for the 15 points; third place, 12 points; split the weak-side for ten and the campus—nicely located a
game. They cooperated 100 per fourth place, 10 points; fifth got two at center. Then Mills, stretcher length from the infir
verted.
cent with their coaches. I have place, 8 points; sixth place, 6 who is easily the finest passer mary.
WARD INTERCEPTS PASS
never coached a team with finer
in the league, connected with an
See-sawing back and forth with spirit than this 1940 squad had. points.
other pitch, this time to Dave
No
tennis
results
have
been
four minutes of play remaining
"And I want the students and
Livie that carried to a first down
Blue Ribbon Dairy
in the first half, Clint Ward in fans to know just how much turned in up to date, and as a on the Modesto fifteen.
Brown crashed over the
tercepted Dison's pass on Chico's Chris Kjeldsen and Ken Stocking result Of the flu epidemic it ap
SERVING
23. The wild cats held for four the assistant coaches, have meant pears that the tennis finals will weak-side for 11, but in three
Our Products
downs inside their own ten as the to the team. Their work was a big string along indefinitely with the more tries made only 2. So
factor in the success of the sea Mens Dorm team looming as the Mills came back again and
gun sounded.
AT
potential champions.
threw to Uen Gundert for the
A Seifert-to-Warkentine pass son. Did you see that Cub line?
score.
Stockton
failed
to
con
Well,
Chris
and
Ken
turned
that
combination set up the third
"Cub House"
out.
vert in two attempts.
touchdown. Two passes, good for
Sidelights
On
PAY DIRT FLIP
"In addition, they did all the
40 yards, .took the ball from Pa- scouting of opponents. The play
By reason of an onside kick,
cfic's 40 to Chico's 20. Here Miller ers had great confidence in the Jaysee
recovered by Stockton on the
448 West Fremont
punched the center spot, hit the reports brought back by these
Modesto thirty-nine, the Cubs
Phone 8-8618
jackpot, and broke clear to score men. And that is a big factor. Football
made another touchdown after' I
standing up. Tommy Olaeta con Yessir, Kjeldsen and Stocking
Interesting sidelights on the ju
verted. The score at this time are two splendid gentlemen, very nior college football Jaysees in a
stood 20-0.
efficient coaches, and are a cred national junior college rating. San
After being in its own territory it to the institution they repre Francisco and San Mateo J. C.
almost the whole game Chico sent."
tied for the "A" division cham
managed to work the ball 80
pionship.
Vards on passes and runs ag
Stockton defeated Sacramentc
Pineapple
Bowl
ainst the Pacific second string
22-6 and Sacramento defeated Sa:
put the ball on the Bengal II
Francisco. The locals also defeat
Broadcast
ed both Modesto and Sacramento
w !!ne' k"' was unable to
The Fresno State-University of by larger scores than did San Ma
e sweet nectar of seer
.
Hawaii football game to be play teo. This fine showing by the
s' on Pacific ground.
ed in the Pineapple Bowl on New Cubs will undoubtedly force them
I,XAL PACIFIC SCORE
Year's day will be broadcast by into the "A" division next year.
Pacific score mate- short wave to the mainland. A
Bo>'arsky re- .play by play description will be
University of California scored
covered Luon
Jaz s fumble on the gin at 4:30 p. m., after the Rose 35 points in one quarter against
Chico os A
ler nn ti, pass' Th°mas to Mil- Bowl game.
Washington in 1921.
6 Chico 10> Mears scored'thron ,
Play n° 8 ,CCnter
first
e'ra conerted.
The enf
few plays i°f 0,6 San,e Came a
with the Tigers
on the jfm
and a footif ?!°f a 27 0 score
** the
their . " cha,nPmnship unh belts.

What Factors
Made
Cubs Good!

C
D "b

CAN YOU PROMOTE THIS
*

Gridde rs

"anlced

The
'ege foS

!rai

nat'onal

junior col-

Xe raUngs ranked the
Place. The Sif ln twenty-first

c

were Preceded by
°% one nVu
sQuad ti9r nortbern Califorfunior c' at of San Francisco
leagUe 'ege' 'which is in the

There is something delight
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Christmas Cards
Anywhere—

THEM

75c

and Up

^tING
»

'«

38 s-

^hone 8-8336

The minute it passes your lips
you know it for what it is,—
pure, wholesome, delicious.

STANDARD

And you welcome the refreshed
feeling that follows.

340 WEBER

SERVICE

STJTTER

taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola.

_ Come in—see it—get some folders and
"ammunition" to work on Santa Claus
with.

C/)r'^S ^r'nt Your
tstoias Greeting
d Signature
N
°

ful about the clean, exhilarating

for CHRISTMAS

l'r
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»

We Have All Makes—Terms

g
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US E THAT REFRESHES

Booted under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON. LIMITED

Pa ere 8
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HOOP SEASON OPENS
TIGER

By BOB CONAWAY

A
R
L

The Far Western Conference
is now only a shell of its former
importance. In the past two years
Fresno State and the University
of Nevada have foresworn Con
ference affiliations, the former to
compete only in the California
Collegiate Athletic Conference,
the latter to play as an indepen
dent.

The story of the Tiger Cubs,
however, is entirely different.
Fortified with last year's mod
erately successful season, the
Jaysees will begin their murder
ous schedule with but three re
turning lettermen and very few
promising newcomers.
This is Stockton's first year
in the Northern California
Junior College conference. It
is only the Baby Tigers' third
season as an athletic organiza
tion. But the young team,
with their young coach, Chris
Kjeldsen, is ambitious and de
termined to make a showing.

OTHERWISE NO BIG SQUADS INNOVATION

!

•
11

Coach Ralph Francis states that
he is doubtful if Pacific could
schedule such teams as Notre
Dame, Southern Methodist, and
Caliornia as an independent with
out obeying their conference
rules. This would mean that
large percentage of the men eli
gible under Far Western rules
and able to play against these
schools could not compete under
the rules of other leagues. These
include men playing two years of
Jaysee ball, then three years in
conference, and also junior col
lege transfers.

This inaugural contest is
really but the first game in
home-and-home series, the latter
half of which will be played in
Modesto next Tuesday. Being
only practice meetings, neither
of these two scheduled clashes
will count in any way toward
the final conference ratings of
the two teams.
To the conflicting quintets
goes the honor of initiating the
new gymnasium. As no or
ganized casaba contest of any
sort has yet been played on
the huge floor.

Under a conference such as STARTING STARS
supported by Fresno State, San
Coach Kjeldsen plans to start
Jose, San Diego and Santa Bar returning stalwarts, Bert Mason,
bara many types of indiscrim Don Sullivan, and Jack Toomay,
inations are tolerated, even en and promising newcomers, Joe
couraged. This is adverse to the Law and Kiyoshi Shimasaki for
current trend of "cleaning up" the Cubs. The starting five will
college athletics, and conse sport a new type of offensive
quently is in disfaor in the strategy that has extensive and
larger schools and conferences interesting possibilities.
throughout the country.
goal toward which to strive. This
CONFERENCE PROTECTION

uitsn

Thus, if only a name, the Far
Western Conference still affords
College of Pacific the protection
of a recognized league under
whose liberal rules this team can
compete. In addition it gives the
squad members an incentive, a

"Don't Let You
Shoes Go To
The Dogs"

Forget that pigskin! Toss away those ducats fr„, ,
fifty-yard line and follow the crowd to the Pacific p ^
nasium, for tomorrow night it's the start of the r-J?'
season 'as the Ralph Francis-coached College of X>
Tigers face the Alumni In the first court contest ev», C
.
t
•
nmir
be ®played
in J-Urx
the new
athletic#
ers should ne readv u
plant.

The Varsity will have their
hands full in stopping the clever
SKIERS GIRD
Alumni players headed by such
former Pacific greats as Paul
FOR SHOW
Rippon, Mick and Beck Parsons,
Earl Dahl, Hal Kniveton, Ethan
SOON
Higgins, and many others. Start
ing for the Alumni will be the
team of 1924, coached by Swede
Righter, bearing such historical
Tiger names as Stark and Collis
as forwards, Easterbrook as cen
ter, and Wood and Robertson as
icy, a short business meeting was guards. Swede Righter will han
held and committees selected for dle the coaching reigns as he did
the coming ski exhibition to be in that inaugural game in 1924.
held soon. The downtown mer VETERANS TO START
chants will supply the "prettys"
There will be no new names
for the models to don.
in the starting lineup for the var
After the meeting the club ac sity when the opening whistle
cepted an invitation from the blows. The starters will include
Stockton Ski Club to attend their last season's regular guards,
annual ski school, where, for the Sherwood Norton and Bob Mona
first time in this locality, some of gan, at the same positions, Ken
the most beautiful color movies ny Rogers shifting from his for
of snow sports were shown. They mer position at center to pair
pictured all of last season's big with letterman Walt Kelly at the
meets, and were taken by Dr. forward spots, and reserve cen
Frank H. Howard of San Rafael. ter. Bob Henning will move into
Five door prizes were given to the starting assignment there.
The influenza epidemic has
fortunate members of the audi
not overlooked the varsity quin
ence, which exceeded 50.
tet, and though all of the play

J. C. Flyers
Have a
Fling

Factory Shoe Repairing
23 S. Sutter
Dial 2-9023
We Call and Deliver

Past

week.

POOR PREPARATION
The team is not very far aiM,
in its preparations for this con1
test, having been delayed by th.
lack of baskets and backboardj
in the new gym, and the delayed
football campaign. However
they should be able to give the
Alumni a good evening of bas.
keteering. Three men will be in
the starting lineup for the varsity
who helped the Alumni last year
39-37 in a tight contest.
Three newcomers will be in.
troduced to Pacific followers
in the persons of junior college
transfer additions to the var
sity squad. The three, Joe
Johns, guard from San Fran
cisco J. C.; Clare Slaughter,
center from Porterville J. C.;
and Bob Nikkei, center from
Reedley J. C.; may break into
the starting lineup before the
season is well under way.

Little
All-Americans
Jack Mulkey, for the second
consecutive year, has been elect
ed on the mythical little allAmerican eleven. The Fresno end,
who scored the Bulldogs' only
points in their 3-0 win over Pa
cific, also received a similar rec
ognition from Collier's.
San Jose's Kenny Cook receiv
ed the right guard position on the
little all-American squad.

MARINE GAME

The Pacific-Marine game,
with head Coach Amos Alonzo
Stagg home in bed with a mild
case of the flu, was played
last night after the WEEKLY
went to press.

'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham

S3* E»«t Mala Street
JEWEUERS

100 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

SKI
jj&

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

FRIEDBERGER'S
tigress colocbte
P#R THE PACIFIC CO-KD

Featuring

In spite of its shortcomings,
the stumbling Far Western Con
ference is still Pacific's best
bet.

SPECIAL

•
y
they will be in a
weakened condition. J^i!?"
eu.rdi Cto. s,.„shte^5
r
Bob Henning, rant...
center; r >
Monagan, guard; and Rem!!!
Rogers, forward, have all C
in bed some part of the

The Stockton Junior College
flying club held its annual ban
quet Saturday night at Pete's
Cafe in Valley Springs.
The organization, which is
a member of the National In
tercollegiate Flying Clubs, had
for its special guests Mr. and Mrs.
Orton, Dr. Bawden, Lieut, and
Mrs. Flols, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Von Berg and Mr. Ed. Wagner.
The California football team
Bob Cook, president, presided
was beaten by USC in 1930 by p
and introduced the speakers. Lt. score
of 74-0.
Flolo of the local army flying
school, gave an interesting talk.
Longest ski jump on record is
a 365 feet leap. Average jump Is
150 to 200 feet.

was realized this year, gold foot
balls and the Conference plaque
probably being the result.

Half Soles and Heels with
invisible
shanks

•

Promise Varsity
Stiff Seasonal Opener

gym.
Although no dependable data
is available on the the invading
Modesto Jaysee Pirates, their
record in all past years has been
staggeringly devoid of defeats.
Last season, with a protracted
Gradually gathering momen
win string, they copped the con tum, the College of Pacific Ski
ference crown and were rated as
Club held its second meeting of
the third finest team in the en
the new season last Monday
tire state.
night in Weber Hall.
CUBS RAGGED
Following the club's new pol

However, at the present time
it would prove unwise and ill-advised for the Bengals to renounce
their conference ties; although it
is composed of only three mem
bers (Pacific, Cal. Aggies, and
Chico) and Humboldt State in on
probation, tjie conference still
It' is unfair to expect to see
gives schools a set of rules, eli a team on the court Saturday
gibility and otherwise.
night completely integrated and
This conference membership, smooth in executions for there
recognized by other leagues, have been only three days of
gives this institution the right genuine practice, and no baskets
to play under Far Western had been available for shooting
rules, which are extremely flex at any time previous. Chris
ible and less strict than those Kjeldsen is very pessimistic
of most of other recognized about the outcome of the Pirate
tilt.
conferences.

5
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H a s -Beens

Chris Kjeldsen's
The aggregate talent of Coach
latest Junior College basketball quintet will take a pr
season bow tomorrow night as the Cubs still 1
y
oliic stages—take the court against Modesto.
will be played as the first half of a double-header an
is slated to begin at 7:15 in the#

TWO SCHOOLS OUT

The withdrawal Of these
schools lost for the Conference
much prestige. The Bulldogs
were undoubtedly the strongest
squad in it; the Nevadans gave
the league the distinction of
having a state university as a
member.
RULES ARE O. K.

•

Kjeldsen's Babes Take Floor
Tomorrow at 7:15 p. m.

With their Chico victory, the
Tigers hold the somewhat du
bious and deflated honor of be
ing: conference champs (not
chumps as was the case last
year),

m

•

•

Alumni;
Aging
s Bengals Tackle
N Jaysee Quintet Meets Pirates
•

Campus Representative

EQUIPMENT

Moderate Prices, Expert Fitting, Accurate
Repairs, Edges Installed
Don't F or get Stockton Ski School,
Civic Auditorium, Monday Night

VOLLAND S. JOHNSON
«y

- o—w.no- Goods Home"

Now As Always

Stockton's
Finest Clothes
$24.50 SI*5®
$35.00
J/jrf
Open a Charge Acco

Suits .. - Ha*
Shoes
Furnishing

Berg's

uiuim
s. California S*

